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Reports from YALSA Committee Chairs
Item #14

YALSA Board Meeting
2005 Annual Conference

Chicago, Illinois
June 23-29, 2005

Topic: Reports from YALSA Committee Chairs and Liaisons

Background: YALSA chairs and representatives to ALA committees report to the
Board on activities which took place since the Midwinter Meeting.

Action Required: Discussion/Decision

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Advocacy Assembly/Partnerships Advocating for Teens

CHAIR = Sandra Payne

FUNCTION STATEMENT = 

ACCOMPLISHED = 

TERM WORK = 

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = Re: ALA Advocacy Assembly
Unfortunately I was unable to attend the Boston Midwinter gathering.  I am also unable to attend
the Friday, June 24 meeting.

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Committee on Appointments

CHAIR = Michael Gorman (YALSA Liaison Pam Spencer Holley)

FUNCTION STATEMENT = Bylaw Article VIII, Section 2 (a) (i)

Made up of all the president-elects of ALA divisions, in layman terms this committee functions
to suggest names to the ALA president-elect of members to serve on ALA committees.

ACCOMPLISHED = This committee never formally meets, though they do talk about their
function when they meet with Michael Gorman (usually at a meal event he hosts for them at
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annual or MidWinter). However, between annual and MidWinter, names of possible members
for the ALA committees were provided to him. The following YALSA members are currently
serving on ALA Committees as a result of this committee:

Audra Caplan - ALA Nominating
Vanessa Morris - Literacy & Outreach Services Office, Advisory Committee
Susan Raboy - Orientation, Training & Leadership Development
ALA-Children's Book Council Joint Committee - Teri Lesesne; Jeanette Larson is an alternate

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = association sustainability

STRATEGIES = outreach, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Conference Coordinating Team - 2006

CHAIR = Don Roalkvan (Carol Marlowe - YALSA representative)

FUNCTION STATEMENT = Coordination and scheduling of conference programming and
make any recommendation with regard to simplification of meeting scheduling

ACCOMPLISHED = The committee has kept in contact. I have been preparing grids of the YALSA
programs for Annual Conference 2006 in order to make the job of creating and coordinating grids of
the Youth sections programs of the conference easier. 

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = association sustainability

STRATEGIES = outreach, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = outreach, collaboration
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STRATEGIES OTHER = Coordinating programs with the other divisions of ALA and
cross-referencing programs/topics of mutual interest 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS:

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Conference Coordinating 2005

CHAIR = Susan Logue (Mary Arnold, liaison)

FUNCTION STATEMENT = Work with ALA Conference Planning Staff and Divisions to put
together the Annual Conference for Chicago 2005-- programs and tracks; speakers; exhibit "no
conflict" times; events.  Determine format of program booklet.

ACCOMPLISHED = 
As YALSA representative, met at annual and midwinter conferences and continued discussions and
planning electronically.  Worked with ALSC and AASL representatives to determine youth-related
tracks, subtracks and cross-references in the program; wrote descriptions for several program track
categories; devised a "tip sheet" for the 2006 team; introduced Carol Marlowe as the 2006 team
YALSA rep, and oriented her to what to expect.  Worked with YALSA Program staffer Nichole
Gilbert to refine 2005 program descriptions.  

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = marketing, association sustainability

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = 
Every year, this process seems to tighten up and refine itself--it's a great collaborative effort, and
gives YALSA a real opportunity to play a key role in creating a successful overall conference
experience and advocate for youth-services programming prominence.  What a powerhouse job ALA
Conference Planning does!  

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Intellectual Freedom 

Representative (also Representative to the Freedom to Read Foundation); Paula Brehm-Heeger
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FUNCTION STATEMENT = To serve as a liaison between the division and the ALA Office for
Intellectual Freedom and all other groups within the Association concerned with intellectual freedom
(My role as Representative to ALA Intellectual Freedom and FTR Foundation are particularly
important to this function); to advise the division on matters pertaining to the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and the ALA Library Bill of Rights and their implications to library service to
young adults, and to make recommendations to the ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom for changes
in policy on issues involving library service to young adults; to prepare and gather materials which
will advise the young adult librarian of available services and support for resisting local pressure and
community action designed to impair the rights of young adult users. 

ACCOMPLISHED = Acting as unit representative to ALA Intellectual Freedom and FTR
Foundation, I have been received information on and provided feedback about the following:

The ALA Human Resources Development and Recruitment Advisory Committee and the Library
Support Staff Interest Round Table have developed a draft statement and policy on inclusiveness and
mutual respect which will be presented to Council for adoption at the Annual Conference in Chicago.

I, along with other IF representatives, read and commented on the cover memo, statement, and policy
documents.

Received information about and commented on the following timely IF issues discussed via ala-ifc
e-list:

Smart Cards
Fingerprint ID for Library use
Issues related to Google’s scanning millions of library books into its search engine
Expanding broadcast indecency regulations to cable TV
State and federal funding issues related to school and public libraries allowing access to material with
gay characters (particularly a bill authored by Rep. Walter Jones  (text of bill at:
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=109_cong_bills&docid=f:h2295ih.txt.pdf)

TERM WORK = I would like to emphasize the recent surge in attempts to ban or limit young adults
access to a variety of material, particularly material containing gay characters or homosexual themes.

ACTION AREA = advocacy

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, parents, colleagues, youth development orgs
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CONCERNS = I would like to emphasize the importance of the Chair of YALSA's IF attending the
Freedom to Read Board meetings and other functions which relate to the role of liaison to the larger
ALA.

I have included information about this role in an informal manual I plan to pass to the next YALSA
IF chair and would love to see this liaison role serve as the foundation for an "Advocacy Update"
publication in a YALSA journal.

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Library Education Assembly

CHAIR = Loriene Roy, Chair; Mary Hastler, YALSA Representative

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To provide within ALA an opportunity for board representation of the
membership and for affiliated groups to exchange information, share ideas, and express concerns
pertaining to education for library service with a view toward assisting the Committee on Education
in carrying out its charge.

ACCOMPLISHED = The Library Education Assembly met Monday, January 17, 2005, during
Midwinter.  Representatives from many units and liaison made oral reports on educational
opportunities and activities.  Partnering was a recurring theme with Divisions, such as RUSA, looking
for a partner to develop and create professional development opportunities.  Opportunity for IMLS
funding was discussed and a report was made on WebJunction.org activities.  YALSA’s SUS
Training was reported on.    

TERM WORK = Professional development and training partnerships.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, continuous learning

ACTION AREA = advocacy, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES = publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = educators, colleagues

PARTNERS = educators, colleagues
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CONCERNS = 

Smart Cards
Fingerprint ID for Library use
Issues related to Google's scanning millions of Library books into its Search Engine
Expanding broadcast indecency regulations to cable TV
State and Federal funding issues related to school and public libraries allowing access to material
with gay characters (particularly a bill authored by Rep. Walter Jones (text of bill at:
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=109_cong_bills&docid=f:h2295ih.txt.pd
f)

TERM WORK = I would like to emphasize the recent surge in attempts to ban or limit young adults
access to a variety of material, particularly material containing gay characters or homosexual themes.

ACTION AREA = advocacy

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, parents, colleagues, youth dev orgs

CONCERNS = I would like to emphasize the importance of the Chair of YALSA's IF attending the
Freedom to Read Board meetings and other functions which relate to the role of liaison to the larger
ALA.

I have included information about this role in an informal manual I plan to pass to the next YALSA
IF chair and would love to see this liaison role serve as the foundation for an "Advocacy Update"
publication in a YALSA journal.

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Literacy Assembly Liaison

CHAIR = Robin Osborne (Liaison - Teri Lesesne)

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To develop statements about literacy including a definition of literacy
that will work for the various divisions within ALA.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have been working via email to develop a working definition of literacy
that can be utilized by all the divisions within ALA as well as recommendations as to how the various
divisions can develop activities and strategies to support literacy.
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TERM WORK =

ACTION AREA = advocacy, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = We need to communicate to the Literacy Assembly (both this one and
OLOS) about the activities and programs we develop and present that support literacy.  There also
needs to be continuing discussion about the various aspects of literacy as some feel literacy deals only
with printed matter and not with areas such as information literacy and electronic literacy.  Literacies
in languages other than English also need to be explored.

STRATEGIESOTHER = I think an open forum at a midwinter conference would be a good place to
have a more extensive dialogue about the nature of literacy.  Collaborating with NCTE and IRA
would also be valuable as these organizations have a head start on this issue.

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, parents, colleagues, youth dev orgs

CONCERNS = I worry that we are reinventing the wheel here and not using the information and
materials already developed by our sister organizations.

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Membership Promotion

CHAIR = Marcia L. Boosinger (Sarajo Wentling - liaison)

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To establish general policies, programs, and procedures to secure new
members; to be responsible for the implementation of these programs; to coordinate membership
promotion activities of all units and chapters of the Association; to coordinate the ALA committee
internship program; to make recommendations concerning membership dues; and to serve the
Association as a sounding board on membership.

ACCOMPLISHED = * The Developing and Growing Your Membership Preconference on June 24 in
Chicago.

* Conference in a Conference for support staff at Annual.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = marketing, association sustainability

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = colleagues (both professional and support staff)
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STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = media, colleagues

CONCERNS = I was unable to attend the meetings at MidWinter due to other committee
responsibilities so I'm not 100% on all the details.  I'll let the incoming chair of Membership &
Division Promotion know that this report needs to be on here radar.

Gerald Hodges sends out lots of great information to the Membership folks but sometimes it's hard to
tell which bits are directly related to this committee and which ones are just for our info.  

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Planning and Budget Assembly

CHAIR = C. Allen Nichols - YALSA Liaison

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To assist the ALA Executive Board and the Budget Analysis and
Review Committee (BARC), there shall be a Planning and Budget Assembly which shall consist of
one representative of each division, ALA committee, round table, and five councilors-at-large and
five councilors from chapters. The representatives of the divisions, committees, and round tables shall
be designated annually by each group; the Council representatives shall be elected by the Council for
two-year staggered terms, none to extend beyond the regularly elected term on Council, from
nominations submitted by the Council Committee on Committees. Additional nominations for the
councilor members may be made from the floor. The duties of the Planning and Budget Assembly are
to study the budget and planning documents submitted by the ALA Executive Board, raise questions
concerning them, and offer suggestions to the ALA Executive Board and Budget Analysis and
Review Committee. 

ACCOMPLISHED = Nothing

TERM WORK = None

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

CONCERNS = Should the issue of the Operating Agreement be raised in the future, YALSA must
seriously face the possibility of any changes and the effect that would be realized on its finances.

COMMITTEE NAME = ALSC Jointt Task Force on School/Public Library Partnerships

CHAIR = Grace Shanahan (filed by YALSA representative Susan Hawk)
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FUNCTION STATEMENT = Unfortunately, I do not have our official function statement.  In short,
we are a task force that sprang from a discussion group on partnerships between schools and public
libraries.  We are studying school and public library partnerships to determine what works, what
doesn't, and how other schools and public libraries can form their own partnerships.

ACCOMPLISHED = ACTION ITEMS January 2005

1. Grace – create Best Practices Checklist

2. Grace – Find meeting space for Friday night of ALA Annual (6/24) to review and practice 
program.  Also find take out food source for dinner. Note: Gail is unavailable until 7 pm.  Is
everyone else amenable to meeting at 7 instead of 6:30?

3. Jackie – Find out how to post our findings info on ALA website

4. Gail – Find backscratchers to distribute a ALA program

5. Jami – Highlight our upcoming ALA program in May SLJ

6. Grace and Kate – Explore how to get the Task Force made into a Standing Committee

7. Jackie/Kevin/Susan/Debbie(?) – Collaborate on their “Review of Findings” selections for 
upcoming ALA program

8. Grace – Confirm length of ALA program

9. Grace – Communicate outline of ALA program and Action Items to AASL/ALSC/YALSA 
Joint Board

10.  Jami – communicate contact information - DONE

Many of the above Action Items from our meeting at MidWinter involve the finalizing of plans for
our program at Annual, all of which have been completed.  Further, our findings have been posted to
the ALA website at the following URL:
<http://www.ala.org/ala/alsc/alscresources/forlibrarians/SchoolPLCoopProgs.htm>.  Additionally,
Kate Todd maintains her own website with our findings, as well as research on School and Public
Library partnerships at the following URL: <http://homepages.nyu.edu/~kt429/cooperation/>.  The
task force is moving ahead with its plans to present at the AASL conference in Pittsburgh in the fall,
at 8:30 AM on October 8, as well as with its plan to present at PLA in the spring.  Additionally,
several items regarding our upcoming program have been posted to a variety of listservs, and one of
our members authored a column in the June School Library Journal on school/public library
partnerships.
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TERM WORK = Today, committee members are being interviewed for another article on SLJ.  

ACTION AREA = advocacy, research, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = youth development orgs

CONCERNS = The Task Force is heavy with public librarians and academics, but very light on
school library media specialists.  Indeed, the only school library media specialist on the task force is
one of the YALSA representatives, not an AASL representative.  Our findings, therefore, seem
skewed toward the public library side of these partnerships.  More school representation is needed.  

In order for our findings to be properly analyzed and presented, it would help if we were a
full-fledged committee rather than just a task force with a limited life span.

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Recruitment Assembly

CHAIR = Jessica Mize- Liaison

FUNCTION STATEMENT = 

ACCOMPLISHED = I did not attend the Recruitment Assembly meeting at Mid-winter because it
conflicted with a Board Meeting.  I did attend one the previous year.  I will do my best to attend this
year.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = association sustainability

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = 
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Name of Committee:
ALA Schneider Family Book Award

Committee Chair:
Pat Steelman/ Judy Nelson YALSA rep.

Committee Function Statement:
The Schneider Family Book Awards honor an author or illustrator for a book that embodies an artistic
expression of the disability experience for child and adolescent audiences. Three annual awards each
consisting of $5000 and a framed plaque, will be given annually in each of the following categories:
birth through grade school (age 0–10), middle school (age 11–13) and teens (age 13– 18). (Age
groupings are approximations).

The book must emphasize the artistic expression of the disability experience for children and or
adolescent audiences. The book must portray some aspect of living with a disability or that of a friend
or family member, whether the disability is physical, mental or emotional.

What has your committee accomplished between conferences?
Finalized preparations for the program at ALA Annual called Best Practices for Youth with Special
Needs, including creating booklists. Continued discussion about the seal for the award. Finalized the
resolutions to be read at the award ceremony, Tuesday evening.

What news or information related to your committee do you want to share with YALSA
publications?  Please list any ideas for articles:
This is a substantial cash award for a very important issue, and YALSA needs to get the word out to
all members about what this award is for and how it can be used.

Which action area(s) listed in the YALSA Strategic Plan will be addressed? (Select as many as apply.)
Advocacy
Marketing
Research
Continuous Learning
Association Sustainability

Which strategies could be used for the above action area(s)? (Select as many as apply.)
Outreach to (key partners, other ALA divisions, youth organizations, etc.--please specify) all youth
divisions, SSRT and ALA
Publication (print or electronic)
Conference program
Collaboration
Other (Please explain):
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Which key partner(s), if any, listed in the Strategic Plan will be involved in your strategies?
(Select as many as apply.)
Teenagers
Educators
Media (web sites, magazines, etc.)
Parents
Professional Colleagues
Youth Development Organizations

Concerns:
Finding ways to engage teens on this topic is crucial for YALSA, but also must be done
appropriately.

COMMITTEE NAME = Be Well Informed@Your Library (Walgreen’s)

CHAIR = Cathleen Bourdon (Mary Arnold, Liaison)

FUNCTION STATEMENT = Advisory/Planning role to implement the Walgreen’s/ALA Partnership
Grant for the @ Your Library Advocacy Campaign to present consumer health seminars at 10
libraries across the country.

ACCOMPLISHED = 
As YALSA representative, worked on task force to create core collection for participating libraries;
created online and print content for resource list for teen materials relating to topics (diabetes,
hypertension, asthma, prescription and over-the-counter medications);met with group in Chicago and
online to review evaluations from the first round of programs November 2004 - April 2005 and make
suggestions for changes.  Worked on planning for Annual 2005 program highlighting the project.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy, research, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = RUSA; OLOS; outside agencies (Walgreen’s)

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, media, parents, colleagues
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CONCERNS = 
This has been a marvelous group to work with--everyone seems very appreciative of the "teen"
perspective YALSA can add, especially since research shows that teens are increasingly using online
resources to answer health-related questions.

COMMITTEE NAME = ALA Web Advisory Committee

CHAIR = Michelle Frisque (submitted by Tracey Firestone YALSA Rep)

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To develop, review and recommend to Council, Association policies
for the ALA Website. To recommend editorial or structural guidelines for the ALA Website.  To
provide advice to the ALA Executive Director responsible for implementing such policies and
guidelines.  To provide an ongoing channel for member communication by working closely with
other units, committees and offices of the Association. To make recommendations concerning
technical issues or changes to the ALA Website, including evaluating, testing and implementing
Web-based products and services used by Association members or by the public. To advise the
Association on priorities and strategies that promote utilization and continued development of the
ALA Web site.

ACCOMPLISHED = Recently, the committee has been working on a message drafted for ALA
Council regarding the committee's opinion that we need to issue an RFP for a new CMS.

TERM WORK = 

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

CONCERNS = This is the first time in the three (?) years that I've been the YALSA rep to this
committee that anyone in YALSA has asked for any kind of a report. Even when I have asked about
the reporting structure for something like this, this form was never mentioned and no other options
were offered.  My sincere apologies for not having been in better contact regarding the very important
work of this committee.

COMMITTEE NAME = Alex Awards

CHAIR = Ann Theis

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To plan, organize and implement a series of lectures and booklists
dealing with adult books for young adults. To select each year 10 books published for adults that
appeal to young adults and present their authors with the Alex Award.
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ACCOMPLISHED = The Alex committee has four members from the previous year and five new
members.  This is an enthusiastic, responsive, professional, opinionated and a very hard working
group. Over 160 titles have been suggested and 13 titles have been nominated. The list serve
discussions have been fairly active, on target and interesting.

According to a recent survey, most of the committee folks feel that the Alex Committee overall
experience is great (57%) or pretty good (43%).  Based on the survey, there is some concern about
individual committee member’s reading progress, with about 43% feeling ok and 43% feeling argh (a
technical term).  My impression is that the committee members are reading like fiends and that our
meeting at annual will further clarify the committee’s charge and increase the committee’s
productivity.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = other ALA divisions - especially those involved in RA services, and
state organizations

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, parents, colleagues

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Audiobooks and Media Exploration

CHAIR = Carly Wiggins

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To study and promote the use of media with the exception of videos
and DVDs (covered by the Selected DVDs and Videos for Young Adults Committee) as related to
libraries; and to prepare or have prepared selected lists of materials on additional formats of current
interest.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have written committee procedures and submitted them to O&B.  They will
be used to decide whether our proposal to become an official selection committee will be finalized in
Chicago.
We have implemented new committee procedures, including the addition of assignments for
listening, as well as a new format for submitting nominations.  All committee members have been
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dedicated listeners, and have communicated via email throughout these 6 months.  Jo Caisse, one of
our members, submitted audiobook reviews to be included in Woman's Day Magazine.

TERM WORK = I plan to write an article for YAttitudes that will tie in to the Audiobooks
Preconference.

We would be willing to discuss a publication centered on audiobooks for teens that would include
highlights from this committees' previous 10 years of work.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, continuous learning, association sustainability

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OTHER = As stated above, our committee is willing to discuss publishing a pamphlet
or a larger document centering on teens and audiobooks.

We will also discuss program ideas for upcoming conferences.

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, colleagues

CONCERNS = At Annual, we will discuss voting procedures to prepare for our MidWinter meeting.

COMMITTEE NAME = Best Books for Young Adults

CHAIR = Lynn Rutan

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To select from the year's publications, significant adult and young adult
books; to annotate the selected titles.

ACCOMPLISHED = The committee has held considerable on-line discussion on the following
topics:  what makes a “best book,” what is the definition of literary quality, how do we balance
literary quality and popular appeal and note-taking and record keeping strategies.

We currently have 87 nominated titles that will be discussed at the Annual Conference.

We have conducted one straw poll and two readership polls and reported the results to the committee.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = marketing, continuous learning, association sustainability
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STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, colleagues

CONCERNS = 
Following the May 1st straw poll, one major concern is the readership of the committee.  With only
six weeks till conference we have several committee members who have very low readership
numbers.  Seven members of the committee have read less than 50% of the nominated titles.  I will
continue to encourage the reading and to emphasize that our responsibility is to have all the
nominated titles read by conference.  Online discussion indicates that the committee is working hard
and I hope we will be pleased with readership by the time we meet in Chicago.

We were asked this year to develop our conference audience handouts without the annotations. 
Nicole listened graciously to my arguments but felt that we should be consistent with other selection
committees that do not provide annotations except through the member’s only area of the website.  I
continue to feel that this is an area in which we could be seen as providing a member service.  Since
most members do not print out the nominated list to bring to conference, we provide them with a
brief annotation that is very helpful as they listen to discussion of books that are often not even
available yet.  The annotations are not the final versions but are helpful to the ALA members who
watch the committee process.  I think we can be seen as providing a helpful service to members if we
are allowed use the rough” annotation in the handouts.

COMMITTEE NAME = Best of the Best 2005 Preconference

CHAIR = Michael Cart

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To plan, organize, and present the YALSA Best of the Best
Preconference in Chicago.

ACCOMPLISHED = The committee has finalized planning for the program content. Also,the leaders
for the ten discussion groups have been appointed and have communicated with the registrants
assigned to their respective committees. Guidelines and procedures for the operation of the discussion
groups have been prepared and disseminated. Publicity has been widespread: I devoted a recent
"Carte Blanche" column to the preconference and wrote an article for YALSA's online publication.
Press releases were posted on the various listservs and an ad appeared in "Young Adult Library
Services."  Also, arrangements have been made for Chicago area teens to participate in the
Preconference as discussants and also as presenters on a noon-time panel that will be part of Friday's
programming.
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TERM WORK = We are planning to prepare a post-Preconference article for "Young Adult Library
Services" and I presume that "Booklist" will publish the final annotated list that will be produced by
the discussion groups.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, media, colleagues

CONCERNS = None at this time

COMMITTEE NAME = Division and Membership Promotion

CHAIR = Sarajo Wentling

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To develop and pursue an aggressive and continuous campaign to
recruit and retain members for the Young Adults Library Services Association, to promote the
Association to our professional colleagues and to key partners as defined in the YALSA Strategic
Plan, and to select annually two librarians (one from a school, one from a public library) who work
directly with young adults to receive the Baker & Taylor/YALSA Conference Grant.

ACCOMPLISHED = * Preparing graphics requests for printing of handouts for the booth at Annual.
* Ordering prizes and materials for the booth(thanks to Nichole!)
* Posting notices for volunteers to work the booth, scheduling times, and sending out confirmations.
(Most slots are now covered.)
* Submitting booth budget for 2005
* Continuing to monitor and the mentoring program

TERM WORK = I know this is already out there as an idea, but some sort of follow-up to the first
year of the mentoring program after the evaluations come in next January.

ACTION AREA = marketing, continuous learning, association sustainability

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = Professional colleagues
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STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = media, colleagues

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Margaret A. Edwards 2006

CHAIR = Mary Arnold

FUNCTION STATEMENT = Select and honor an author for a lifetime achievement writing books
that speak to adolescent interests and issues

ACCOMPLISHED =  Committee members read extensively from a list of eligible authors;
communicated with chair and fellow members their findings on criteria and merit; made
recommendations for second readership for authors on a short list; discussed and made
recommendations for a proposed Organization and Bylaws change to the MAE guidelines on "in
print" status.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = educators, media, colleagues

CONCERNS = This committee is working very well together.

COMMITTEE NAME = Graphic Novel Task Force

CHAIR = Katharine Kan

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To determine the feasibility of creating a new annual list of best
graphic novels for teens.

ACCOMPLISHED = At the end of Midwinter, I was informed that the Board of Directors had
accepted the Task Force report, pending a few language changes.  I was told to wait to hear from
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O&B regarding these changes.  I informed the rest of the Task Force, and we waited.  On 6/8/05,
O&B requested a copy of the Task Force's final report, which I sent via email.

TERM WORK = If the report is finalized to the satisfaction of the Board of Directors and they make
a decision to establish the list, then there should be an announcement of the new list in all YALSA
publications, as well as Booklist, American Libraries, VOYA, KLIATT, School Library Journal, and
any other journal serving YA librarians.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = various media (including comics-related magazines), teens, and other
ALA divisions such as ALSC.

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, colleagues

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Intellectual Freedom

CHAIR = Paula Brehm-Heeger

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To serve as a liaison between YALSA and the ALA Intellectual
Freedom Committee and all other groups within the Association concerned with intellectual freedom.
To advise the YALSA on matters pertaining to the First Amendment of the U. S. Constitution and the
ALA Library Bill of Rights and their implications to library service to young adults and to make
recommendations to the ALA Intellectual Freedom Committee for changes in policy on issues
involving library service to young adults.
To prepare and gather materials which will advise the young adult librarian of available services and
support for resisting local pressure and community action designed to impair the rights of young adult
users.

To assume responsibility for the continuing education of young adult librarians regarding intellectual
freedom.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have contacted author David Levithan and author/librarian Sara Ryan and
both have agreed to be panelist/speakers at the program the committee is planning for 2006 annual
conference (tentatively titled "Out of the Closest and into the Library')
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We have reviewed the YALSA websites professional development section on Intellectual Freedom.

The chair has been creating an official guideline/expectations of committee and chair document
which outlines the major responsibilities for the committee including an explanation of programming
responsibilities.  Additionally, expectations and responsibilities of the chair in terms of the liaison
role to other divisions, foundations, and groups will be more clearly delineated.

TERM WORK = I am interested in pursuing the idea of an "advocacy update" which would be
written by the committee chair and would detail pending legislation of that might impact teen access
to material and be of particular interest to Intellectual Freedom advocates within YALSA.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = Freedom to Read Foundation, Intellectual Freedom Round Table,
particularly members interested in teen related issues

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = I'm hoping to have time to discuss the guidelines/expectations document I mentioned
earlier in this report with my board liaison at annual.  I'm not sure if this is overstepping my
boundaries, but there has been confusion about what the exact responsibilities for the IF chair are and,
even if the document I'm crafting isn't used directly, perhaps it can be the foundation for something
that can be passed from chair to chair.

Additionally, I am looking for history of the IF committee - major actions it may have initiated or
with which the committee has been involved, and a history of past programs sponsored (and perhaps
co-sponsored) by the committee.

Finally, there has been some concern raised that the program we are planning for 2006 (Out of the
Closet and Into the Library) is similar to the most recent program planned and presented by YALSA
IF -  "Freedom to Fantasize."  I think the panel format is similar, but that the topic is much different
and very timely, particularly with recent legislation either proposed or passed concerning young
peoples access to material featuring gay characters or themes.  I will definitely discuss this issue with
the committee and would welcome any feedback about the program proposal - it's an important and
relevant topic so the more exciting we can make the program, the better!

COMMITTEE NAME = Legislation Committee

CHAIR = Laurel Sandor
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FUNCTION STATEMENT = To serve as a liaison between the ALA Legislation Committee and
YALSA and with other ALA youth groups and units interested in serving this age range, to inform
and instruct librarians working with young adults of pending legislation, particularly that which
affects young adults, to encourage the art of lobbying; and to recommend to the YALSA Board
endorsement or revision of legislation affecting young adults which might be proposed or supported
by the ALA Legislation Committee.

ACCOMPLISHED = Planned a program for the Annual Conference, including lining up speakers,
arranging for AV set-up, rewriting the program description, and finalizing the format.

The committee, as represented by the Chair, also participated in National Library Legislative Day.

TERM WORK = After the Annual Conference, I would like the committee to publish either an article
or create website content (or both) on the topic of the program (making lobbying easy and how to do
it as a program for teens).

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program, collaboration, other

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = I would like to do more collaborating with other youth divisions.

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Local Arrangements

CHAIR = Amy Alessio & Gail Tobin

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To handle YALSA local arrangements for the ALA Annual
Conference, in close cooperation with the division president and YALSA office staff.

ACCOMPLISHED = 1. We have organized the teen participation for the conference, including the
BOB Preconference, three panels on Sunday, and hosting special events. 
2. We have arranged for an LA member to be present at all YALSA events.
3. We designed a list of area restaurants and features.
We last met in February, but keep in touch via email.   
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TERM WORK = YATTITUDES put in some info. from LA, and there will be a handout at the booth.

ACTION AREA = marketing, association sustainability

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = media, colleagues

CONCERNS = Nichole is on top of many of the things that the LA committee used to do before she
was hired, like picking area restaurants for events, etc.  
We organize teens for panels but not for BBYA.  We feel it is possible to combine this committee
with Youth Participation in some way to make things more efficient.

COMMITTEE NAME = Nominating

CHAIR = Sara Ryan

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To prepare the slate of candidates for the annual election of YALSA
officers and directors, the Margaret A. Edwards Award Committee, and the Michael L. Printz Award
Committee, in accordance with the YALSA By-Laws, Article VIII, Section I.

ACCOMPLISHED = We put out a call for nominations and self-nominations on the listservs and
have prepared a working slate of potential candidates.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy,marketing,research,continuouslearning,associationsustainability

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = other

STRATEGIES OTHER = By preparing a slate of well-qualified candidates, the Nominating
Committee will, in the long term, advance all the action areas, because the work of the President,
V.P., Board and the Edwards and Printz committees will positively affect each area.

PARTNERS = colleagues
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CONCERNS = I know both Jennifer and I are concerned that we don't know enough people, that we
might be overlooking some great candidates who aren't putting their names forward. I'm also not sure 
how much time we should spend at Annual chasing down additional candidates, relative to the
amount of time we'll spend discussing the people who've already been nominated. 

COMMITTEE NAME = ORGANIZATION & BYLAWS

CHAIR = DON KENNEY

FUNCTION STATEMENT =    1. To revise the Bylaws in order to clarify them and, when necessary,
to recommend revision and amendment to improve them for the effective management of the
Division, for the achievement of its state objectives, and to keep them in harmony with the ALA
Constitution and Bylaws.  2. To study and review committee functions, recommending changes in
committee structure, to advise on the organization manual, and to make recommendations on other
organizational matters.

ACCOMPLISHED = The committee has discussed and make some preliminary recommendations
regarding the participation of ACRL on the OBCB and Editorial Advisory Board for the journal and
newsletter.  I have also shared with the committee the ongoing discussion of the Margaret Edwards
Award issue.

The committee will deliberate and make recommendations at Annual to the YALSA regarding these
items:

1.  Finalize the charge for Graphic Novel Committee
2.  Recommend a statement in the charge of all selection committees (except Audio Books ...) that
selection committee not rely solely on audio version when evaluating a title
3.  Proposed charge for Editorial Advisory Board for journal and newsletter
4.  Recommendation of ACRL's participation on OBCB

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy,marketing,research,continuouslearning,associationsustainability

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Outreach to Young Adults with Special Needs 
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CHAIR = Kristin Fletcher-Spear

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To address the needs of young adults who do not or cannot use the
library because of socioeconomic, legal, educational, or physical factors; to serve as a liaison between
these groups and their service providers, and to identify and promote library programs, resources and
services that meet the special needs of these populations; to promote the Sagebrush Award for a
Young Adult Reading or Literature Program and solicit applications; and to select annually, when a
suitable winner is indicated, the recipient.

ACCOMPLISHED = We wrote an article for YALS that will come out in the Fall issue.

TERM WORK = Not at this point.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, research, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = ALSC

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = none at this time

COMMITTEE NAME = Partnerships Advocating for Teens

CHAIR = Sandra Payne

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To explore, recommend, initiate, and implement ways of working with
other organizations that work for youth.

ACCOMPLISHED = The committee continues to search for panel members for the proposed Annual
2006 conference.
"Power Partnerships: Beyond the Same Old Thing" is the working title for the program. Thus far, we
have tentative interest from at least two parties. The Alliance for Young Artists and Writers, Inc.
which coordinates the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards.  From Santa Monica Press we have interest
from the "editor/coordinator" of the forthcoming book, My So-Called Digital Life, a project with
many partners with the premise of having 2000 teens, with 300 cameras, documenting their lives over
the course of 30 days.  

TERM WORK = 
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ACTION AREA = advocacy,marketing

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = conferenceprogram

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues, youth development orgs

CONCERNS = We hope to have the right mix of presenters that will truly open our eyes to powerful
partnerships that have met with great success leaving open the door to speak of even the down sides
of partnerships.

COMMITTEE NAME = Popular Paperbacks

CHAIR = Walter M. Mayes

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To select a list of paperback titles in up to four thematic categories.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have nominated and responded to field nominations and come up with a list
of nearly 80 titles that we will have read and will discuss at the June meeting.

TERM WORK = It is the 10th anniversary of our committee and several people have suggested we do
something to promote that. An article would be a great way to do so.

ACTION AREA = marketing

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, colleagues

CONCERNS = None at this time.
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COMMITTEE NAME = President's Program

CHAIR = Jana Fine

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To plan, organize and present the YALSA President's Program at the
next Annual Conference

ACCOMPLISHED = Gathered speakers and put together an agenda for the program

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy

STRATEGIES = outreach, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = cooperation with other agencies to create a more literate society

STRATEGIES OTHER = same as above

PARTNERS = teenagers, colleagues, youth development orgs

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Printz 2006

CHAIR = Michael Cart

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To select from the previous year's publications the best young adult
book and, if the Committee so decides, as many as four honor books.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have begun the process of reading and nominating titles for consideration
and discussion at Annual.

TERM WORK = None at this time.

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, parents, colleagues

CONCERNS = None at this time.
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COMMITTEE NAME = Professional Development Committee

CHAIR = Mary Hastler

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To create and maintain professional development resources that meet
the needs of librarians serving young adults.

ACCOMPLISHED = A new spotlight featuring Linda Braun was added to the Professional
Development Center and four new spotlights are planned through winter 2006.   In addition,
committee members have been monitoring, revising and updating Professional Development Center
content.   As a result, new resources have been added to YA Spaces; School/Library Cooperation;
General Health & Nutrition; Resources for Teens: General Health Information; and Teen Spirituality. 
Members continue to research possible new resources.

New content areas are being developed for the Professional Development Center: Professional
Blogging; Professional Writing & How to Get Published; General Health; and YALSA Committee
FAQs 101.

TERM WORK = Strategic Plan activity supporting Professional Development and Education.

ACTION AREA = continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = educators, colleagues

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Program Planning Clearinghouse Committee

CHAIR = Carol Marlowe

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To review, facilitate, coordinate, and evaluate the planning for all
conference and non-conference program proposals; and to work with the YALSA Board on the final
structure of the package of programs for the Annual Conferences.
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ACCOMPLISHED = The chair of the committee has worked with the liaison to our committee from
the  YALSA Board  on concerns the Board  had  with the proposed slate  of programs for the 2006
Conference  and with the  Chair of the Executive Committee of the YALSA  on the final slate of
programs as established during the their Spring Conference call.  
Members of the committee continued to communicate with their committees they are liaison to and
other individuals who have submitted program proposals. Plus committed members provided
feedback to the chair regarding information requested by the YALSA Board.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy,marketing,research,continuouslearning,associationsustainability

STRATEGIES = outreach, conference program

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = to other ALA divisions to co-sponsor programs

STRATEGIES OTHER = Programs cover all areas; committees indicate on their proposal how the
program will fit into the strategic plan and goals

PARTNERS = teenagers, colleagues, youth development orgs

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Publications Committee

CHAIR = Donald J. Kenney

FUNCTION STATEMENT =   To develop a publications plan in the areas of young adult services
and materials, to identify topics to be covered and potential authors; to oversee and coordinate the
YALSA publications plan; to regularly review all YALSA publications in all formats and make
recommendations to the YALSA Board regarding those needing revision or elimination.

ACCOMPLISHED = The committee has discussed various strategies to improve YALSA's
publications program.  Several committee members are working with YALSA committees to attempt
to clarify some publication ideas.  There was good payoff with Publication committee members
visiting the committees during the all-committee time. The committee is very supportive of the
"Possible Incentives for YALSA Authors," that Beth Yoke prepared and distributed.  I have
communicated with Erin Downey Howerton regarding a publications related to basic YA programs
with the emphasis on tools to help the reader accomplish the necessary tasks.  Another committee
member is working on the publication concept of YALSA's many lists.  Other ideas that are floating
(and please let me know if you are interested or know of anyone interested in following through on
these publication ideas)include:  
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1.Making the case for YA services--written from director's or administrator's point of view
2. Awards kit (ALSC publishes and sells a kit that librarians can use as a guide to hold mock
elections for the Newbery & Caldecott Awards) and YALSA could also do the same thing for Printz
& Edwards.
The committee will also be making a recommendation to the Board regarding "publications" on the
website.  If YALSA wants to be a primary publisher, the website needs to be clearer on "how to get
published with YALSA."

TERM WORK = Discussed doing an article for the journal on publishing and publication in YALSA.

ACTION AREA = advocacy,marketing,research,continuouslearning,associationsustainability

STRATEGIES = outreach

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = We need to find out what other divisional publications
groups/committees are doing and how they are promoting publications.

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers

CHAIR = Jamie Watson

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To prepare an annual annotated list of recommended books appropriate
for reluctant young adult readers.

ACCOMPLISHED = The new committee has met virtually via our listserv, and has worked to
nominate 86 titles for discussion at Annual.  They have been reading diligently, and sharing materials
with reluctant readers.

TERM WORK = I am writing an article, along with past member Jennifer Stencel about using
non-fiction with reluctant readers. I will submit the article for the fall issue of YALS.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = Our committee works with school librarians, detention centers, and
alternative afterschool programs to reach their reluctant readers.
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STRATEGIES OTHER = We hope to increase the visibility of our committee and the good work that
it does by presenting a program at annual, and by the above-mentioned article.

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, parents, colleagues, youth dev orgs

CONCERNS = Three possible areas of concern have come up not only this year, but repeatedly
during my time on the committee:

1.  It does not specifically say in the policies and procedures that a book must be read in order to be
nominated. Yes, it sounds like common sense, but each year, someone has nominated a book from a
review or a catalog ad. I would like this to be expressly stated in the policies and procedures.
2. There has also been some confusion this year over copyright issues - sometimes books have new
copyright, but seem to basically be reprints of previous books. Does copyright alone make a book
eligible, or does it actually need to be newly created material? Or does a new packaging that warrants
a new copyright make a book eligible?
3. Finally, there has been discussion about nominating books as series. Oral tradition has stated that if
a series makes the list, then further books in that series cannot be considered. (For example, last year
the first two books of the "Watching Alice" series made our list - now that 2 new books have come
out in that series in this year, we are under the assumption that they are no longer eligible, as the
series made the list last year.) But again, this seems to be anecdotal, and not in writing anywhere in
the procedures.

COMMITTEE NAME = Regional Institute TF (CE Task Force)

CHAIR = Linda W. Braun

FUNCTION STATEMENT = 

ACCOMPLISHED = We have been working on the online course we'll be offering in the fall and the
Regional Institute that will take place at Midwinter 2006. Monique LeConge and I will put together
the online curriculum, content, and teach that course.  Mary Hastler has been working on the venue
and sponsors for the video gaming night.  Mary has also spoken to a YA librarian in San Antonio in
order to get some help with local arrangements kinds of "stuff." All of the committee members have
been brainstorming speakers and details of the Institute content.  

TERM WORK = At the moment we don't have material for an article or publication. However, it
would probably be good to start advertising the Institute and online course as soon as possible. That's
something I need to work on with the YALSA Office I think.  Once the task force's work is done it
would be interesting to publish an article on the work teens and new literacies based on the content of
the institute and online course.
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ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, research, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = We are considering having speakers from other youth organizations,
educators, etc. at the Institute. For the Institute and online course it is very possible that we will be
able to bring in members of other divisions - particularly PLA, ALSC, and AASL.

STRATEGIES OTHER = See previous answer.

PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, colleagues, youth development orgs

CONCERNS = We are moving more slowly on these pieces than I would have thought/liked because
we have had difficulty defining exactly what we want to accomplish and how best to accomplish that.
Once I assigned specific tasks to Task Force members the work has moved more smoothly than when
we were all brainstorming together.

COMMITTEE NAME = Research Committee

CHAIR = Sarah O'Neal

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To stimulate, encourage, guide and direct the research needs of young
adult library service;to compile abstracts, disseminate research findings and judge applications for the
Frances Henne/VOYA Research Grant.

ACCOMPLISHED = 1. We have continued to work on finalizing the conference program. 
2. Committee members contributed 3 different articles for future publication in YALS.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = marketing, research, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = educators, media, colleagues

CONCERNS = 
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COMMITTEE NAME = Selected DVDs and Videos

CHAIR = Shawn Thrasher & Amnah Darwish

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To select DVDs and videos especially significant to young adults from
those released in the past two years; to prepare an annotated list of the selected titles for publication in
Booklist, School Library Journal, the YALSA web site, and other appropriate publications; and to
present an annual showcase of selected videos.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have discussed changes to function & rules of committee.  Submitted those
changes to be viewed by board.

Prepared program of selections from DVD/Video list to present at annual conference.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

CONCERNS = I haven't heard whether our proposed changes were discussed.  Were they received?

COMMITTEE NAME = Serving Young Adults in Urban Populations

CHAIR = Sandra Payne, Convenor

FUNCTION STATEMENT = A discussion group to provide a person-to-person avenue of
communication and networking for libarians serving young adults in large urban systems who attend
ALA conferences.  Between conferences, networking and communication will continue with the use
of YA-URBAN, an electronic list.

ACCOMPLISHED = 

TERM WORK = Ideas for articles:  Newly developed teen spaces in schools, public libraries, and
community-based organizations.

ACTION AREA = continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 
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STRATEGIES = collaboration

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = YA-URBAN continues to be a quiet listserv. In these days of E-mail/listserv
overload, how best can YA-URBAN serve its members? I am hopeful with a couple of key questions
to the listserv that perhaps we will have a great turn-out for the actual face-to-face discussion.  

COMMITTEE NAME = Strategic Planning

CHAIR = Ranae Pierce

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To make recommendations to the YALSA Board for division strategic
plan; to monitor and evaluate current plan, and make recommendations to the Board for updating the
plan.

ACCOMPLISHED = Committee has been evaluating the new Strategic Plan document and soliciting
input from membership on its completeness and vision.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy,marketing,research,continuouslearning,associationsustainability

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = teenagers, media, colleagues, youth development orgs

CONCERNS = 

COMMITTEE NAME = Teaching YA Literature Discussion Group

CHAIR = Teri Lesesne

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To offer a forum for those teaching YA literature classes/courses to
discuss issues of importance.

ACCOMPLISHED = This is not a Committee.
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TERM WORK = I think it might be of value to poll those teaching YAL classes and report on the
commonly included texts, YA novels, and issues.

ACTION AREA = marketing, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = I think this could be a great time to reach out to ALAN (NCTE's YA
interest group) and SIGNAL (IRA's YA interest group).

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = educators, colleagues

CONCERNS = As I always state here, I think there is a great deal of confusion about the purpose of
this group and it needs to be spelled out better, especially in the program information so that the
audience that attends is the target audience.

COMMITTEE NAME = Teen Advisory Group

CHAIR = Tracey Firestone

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To monitor the sub-site of the YALSA Website that focuses on the
needs of teen advisory groups in libraries updating and making changes as needed.

ACCOMPLISHED = The TAG Database is now up and running!  We haven't made a large
announcement yet - wanting to make sure it worked before inviting the membership at large to sign
up - but the committee will be distributing flyers at Annual, announcing the database.

We do not currently have the "search" feature available, it made more sense to wait on that until we
had a solid body of entries for someone to search.

TERM WORK = The new database make a perfect focus for a TAGS article in YALS.  

Also, we have new "TAG Tip Sheets" we are almost ready to begin posting - that could be a good
topic to cover with a YATTITUDES article.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, research, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication
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STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues

CONCERNS = Due to a lack of time on my part, I was unable to motivate the committee to keep up
with posting regular updates to the TAG Spotlight interviews or TAG Resource Spotlights.

I believe that the incoming chair will have a better time managing the efforts of the TAGS committee
members.

COMMITTEE NAME = Technology for Young Adults

CHAIR = Cathy Delneo

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To provide a forum for learning and discussion of the use of
technology with young adults, to liaise with other groups and organizations on technology issues, to
promote the use of technology and other media; to suggest ways to use those media with young
adults; to advocate equal access.

ACCOMPLISHED = I wrote an article for the YALS journal on our Committee's 2004 ALA
program, Gaming for Tech Savvy Teens.  YALS also published the booklists that our Committee had
generated for that program.

We've been working on our upcoming program for the ALA Annual Conference in Chicago.  We
have been in regular communication with the speakers, Christine Jenkins and Frances Jacobson
Harris, who will be presenting the Dilemma Discussion Model that they use to teach teens ethical
responsibility in today's information age.  

We have also lined up a speaker for next year's program at annual, Stephen Abram, who will speak on
the information seeking behaviors of "Millenials".

TERM WORK = We'd be happy to write an article on our 2005 presentation for YALS. We've been
asked to generate a list for this year's Teen Read Week website, which some of our members are
working on.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, conference program

STRATEGIES OTHER = 
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PARTNERS = educators, colleagues

CONCERNS = I'm concerned that our entire committee has not been active between conferences.  I
have been unable to reach a few of the members in spite of repeated e-mails and phone calls.  In some
cases, assignments that were accepted by certain members have been neglected. That said, Connie
Repplinger and Frances Jacobson Harris have really made a great effort and have taken on a lot of
work and handled it well. 

I'm also concerned that we were not notified sooner about the status of a request we made at
MidWinter for our annual program's room setup.  I filed the proper forms and spoken with the chair
of the Program Clearinghouse Committee about the specific setup we envisioned. Apparently it was
not possible to give us the setup we requested - but this was not communicated to us until months
later when I thought to verify that our request had been taken care of.  My main concern here is
communication, it would have been much easier for us to plan a program if we knew the parameters
we were working within and did not have to change course so late in the process.

COMMITTEE NAME = Teen Read Week 2005

CHAIR = Nick Buron

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To provide recommendations for each Annual Teen Read Week to the
ALA/YALSA staff; to assist in the selection of a slogan; the drawing up of a timeline, the creation of
new items added to the tip sheet and Teen Reading Website; and to recommend promotional
activities and products.  

ACCOMPLISHED = Since the mid-winter conference, the committee has added all new original
content for the TRW website for 2005, including programming, booklists, web sites and other
interesting ideas for "GET REAL".
Also, the Committee helped with sponsorship needs as per Beth Yoke and some Committee members
have assisted with articles for publications.

TERM WORK = Ideas have been asked for and being completed by Committee members.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing, continuous learning

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = Need all youth serving agencies, both within and outside libraries, to
sign up and participate.

STRATEGIES OTHER = 
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PARTNERS = teenagers, educators, media, colleagues, youth development orgs

CONCERNS = This has been a great year and a great Committee for TRW.  The next challenge is to
pick a theme, or ideas, for next year's Teen Read Week.

COMMITTEE NAME = YA Galley

CHAIR = Diane P. Monnier

FUNCTION STATEMENT = To facilitate the exchange of information and galleys of books
published within the current and previous years among the voting teen group members as well as the
non-voting members; to annually prepare the "Teens Top 10" list for Teen Read Week; and to
coordinate the public electronic vote.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have completed a survey of our 10 non-nominating groups to see what uses
they are making of the publishers' galleys they receive.
Informed that we will be presenting a program with the Publishers' Liaison Committee in June 2006. 
Not able to reach Jody Sharpe to begin planning.  Ongoing work of managing the YA Galley/TTT
process.

TERM WORK = We will be selecting new groups to begin in Fall 2006.  We'd like to have publicity
about "How to Become A YA Galley Group" in the Winter 2006 journal.

ACTION AREA = advocacy, marketing

STRATEGIES = outreach, publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = Teen groups and teens in general to get them to participate in the TTT
vote during Teen Read Week.

STRATEGIES OTHER = We would like to consider creating a TTT sticker which YALSA could
sell.  Publishers are paying a lot of attention to this list.

PARTNERS = teenagers

CONCERNS = We are doing very well in our first full year without a co-sponsor.  The Committee is
strong and the incoming chair is experienced.

COMMITTEE NAME = Youth Participation

CHAIR = Gretchen Dombrock
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FUNCTION STATEMENT = To establish guidelines and/or procedures to involve young adults in
the decision-making process which directly effects their access to information and library service at
local, state and national levels; to provide continuing education and public professional awareness of
youth participation.

ACCOMPLISHED = We have continued to pull together information for a website that would be
"one-stop shopping" for resources on youth participation in libraries of all kinds.

TERM WORK = 

ACTION AREA = advocacy, continuous learning

STRATEGIES OUTREACH = 

STRATEGIES = publication, collaboration

STRATEGIES OTHER = 

PARTNERS = colleagues, youth development orgs

CONCERNS = 


